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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEI1
Introduction
"The vast majority of children grow in reading w1th
1
relatively desirable and consistent patterns of proficiency."
The ability of all children in our schools to read to the1r
capacity is the goal parents, educators and.sooiety 1n general
have env1sioned. However, the key word in the introductory
sentence 1s majority. Unfortunately, educators have not been
able to substitute the word all for majority. Bond and
Tinker estimate that from 10 to 25 per cent of our nation's
2
children are seriously retarded in reading. Harris states
that one-fourth of the pupils in a classroom feel they are
poor readers and as many as one-third are 1n need of special
help if the above average student, who may not be achieving
to his intellect, is included. J Further, the Harvard Reading
Report states that:
There are and probably will continue to be children who
make little or no progress during some stage of their
lauy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficul-
ties: Their Diagnosis and Correction (New York: Appleton-
century-Crofts, 1967), p. 81.
2
Ibid., p. 17.
:3Albert J. Harris, "The Classroom Teacher Copes with
Remedial Beading," lecture given at ~rdinal Stritch College,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July 6, 1970.
1
2reading development. Difficulty may be exper1enced
either during the initial stages of leirning to read
or at some later point of development.
Although a problem of achieving reading suocess for
many oh11dren exists, it is not a new phenomenon for the
Unlted states. Sm1th notes that innovative studies by
reading author1t1es concern1ng diagnosis and remediation
of read1ng problem in the United states appeared between
,
the years 1910 and 1925. With these studies new term1nology
as reading disability, reading def1ciency and remedial read-
1ng appeared on the scene. Studies continued and 1n 19.50
took a more vigorous approach as funding became more l1beral. 2
Liberal funds ar-e being made available by the govern-
ment ·to finance reading research, to buy more reading
materials, to equip remedial reading centers, to estab-
lish institutes for those "t~lsh1ni!; to improve tl1e1r
teaching of read1ng, and to provide fellowships for
those wishing to specialize in read1ng.3
Significance of the Study
Today with increased emphasis in the area of the
diagnosis and remediation for ch11dren with read1ng problems,
the lay person and educator are exposed to a more technical
and greatly 1ncreased vocabulary descr1b1ng varying degrees
and causes of reading problems. Words such as correct1ve
l Mar y C. Austin and Coleman Morrison, The First R:
The Harvard Reuort ort Beading in Elementar~ Schools (Ne\,l
York: lI'he f1acm111an Company, 196.3), p , 11 •
2l'Il1a Banton Smith, "Reading: Seventy-Five Years
of Progress," in Reading: seventy-Five Years of Progres~J
ed. by H. Alan Rob1nson (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1966), pp. 4-6.
J Ib id «» p. 9.
3
or remed1al read1ng, primary or secondary read1ng retarda-
t10n and dyslexia are but a few that now appear. Too, the
educator himself approaches pupil diagnosis for special
reading assistance from a variety of methods; rang1ng from
teacher JUdgment' to read1ng age score compared to reading
. 1
age and pupil potential. The writer has reviewed 11tera-
ture perta1n1ng to two of the aforementioned; terminology
and pupil plaoement in public elementary school reading
oenters.
Purpose
The literature reviewed serves as a basis for
evaluation of ourrent defined procedures used for pupil
placement in the Shorewood Pub11c schools Skill-Development
Rooms. Present procedures were established to be tentative
allOt-l1ng for reevaluation baaed on experiences encountered
and local conditions. Present procedures are reevaluated
as diagrammed below.
Present Negative
_ .....' Procedures ---Aspects
Pr-oposals
, For
Fig. l--Analys1s of Pupil Placement Procedures in
the Shorewood Public Schools Skill-Development Rooms.
lpatricia Kratz, "An Inquiry Into Provisions For
Children with Reading Disabilities in selected Publio school
systems of the United States" (unpublished Master of Arts
thesis, Cardinal strltch college, 1967), p. 38.
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statement of the Problem
This paper rev1ewed literature pertaining to cr1-
ter1a for pupil placement in elementary public school reading
oenters. Current literature was examined to answer the
follow1ng questions:
1. What terminology pertinent to pupil reading
diagnosis was consistently used by authorities?
,
2. ~~t terminology related to pupil read1ng
diagnosis was of a distinctive nature; not
cons1stently used by authorities?
3. What factors are to be cons1dered of primary
importance for pupil placement in reading
centers?
4. What factors are to be considered of secondary
importance for pupil placement in reading
centers?
CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Terminology Pertinent to Pupil Beading Diagnosis'
Consistent in Usage by Authorities
Naming the Pupil Candidate
The f1rst avenue of review would be seleoting ~
word or phrase to def1ne pupil candidates for placement in
a reading" center room. Autrlor1t1es vary in terminology,
semantics and syntax. Carter and McGinnis succinotly
summarize the problem.
such terms as the retarded reader, the disabled reader,
and the maladjusted reader need clarification. There
is one fa..ctor common to all three terrns arid that is
the inability to read effectively in various s1tuat1ons.
In general, the expressions are synonymous and havi
the same connotations, if not the same denotation.
Diagnosis of the Pupil Candidate
The term diagnosis itself 1s consistently used by
reading authorities. It 1s cons1stent as a necess1ty prior
to assisting children with read1ng problems. However, it
is distinctive in depth, breadth and approach. pollaok
and Plerkarz note this.
lHomer L. J. Carter and Dorothy J. McGinnis,
Diagnosis and Treatment of the Disabled Reader (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1970), p. 20.
5
6There 1s no one formula or prescribed procedure for
the diagnosis of reading problems. In diagnosing as
well as in correcting reading problems some people
place emphas1s on some things and other people place
emphasis on other things, depend1ng upon the1r back-
ground, tra1n1ng and previous experience.
Classification of Pun11 Candidates
Following a review of terms appropriate for pupils
placed in reading centers and d1agnos1s of pupil candidates,
the wr1ter reviewed olassification of pupils. The writer
found three categorizations used by more than one author
and two classifications 1n which the authors' definit10ns
differed. The three categorizations of agreement are listed
below. They may be used separa.tely or together.
The primary, secondary and brain-injured class1f1-
cation was coined by Rab1nov1tch and associates as the result
of a project at the Children's service of the Neuropsych1-
atr1c Institute at the University of Michigan. The three
categories are defined below.
1. Those in whom the reading retardation 1s due to
frank brain dama.ge manifested by gross neurologic
deficits. In these cases there are clearly demon-
strable major aphasic difficulties, and they are
s1milar to adult dyslexic syndro~es. An example
is that of a nine-year-old boy who sustained a
severe head injury with prolonged coma, followed
by a right hemiparesis and expressive aphasia.
2. Those ~~11th no history or gross clinical findings
to suggest neurologic disease but in whom the read-
ing retardat10n is viewed as primary. The defect
appears to be in basic capacity to integrate written
ma.ter1al and to associate concepts ~\jith symbols.
On the basis of findings to be presented later in
this paper a neurologic deficit is suspeoted and,
lr.1yron Frank \{. Polla.ck and Josephine A. P1ekarz,
Reading Problems and Problem Readers (New York: D. McKay
co., 1963), pp. 38-39.
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because the defect 1s basic or biologic in its
origin, we have ca.lled these cases primary reading
retardation.
:3. Those cases demonstra.ting reading retardat Lon on
sta.ndard tests but 111 whom there appears to be no
defect in basic reading learn1n~ capacity. These
ch1ldren have a normal potie nt i.aj, for- learning to
read but this has not been utilized because of
.exogenous factors, common among which are anx1ety,
negativism, emotional blocking and limited schooling
opportun1t1es. We diagnose these cases as secondary
reading retardat1on.
Thompson, a neurologist as is Rab1novltch, employs the same
classifications with minor variation.
1.
2.
J •.
Acquired or-gant c damage in the centra.l nervous system;
Emot1onal, envlronmnetal, or psyc~olog1cal d1sturbances;
Innate or constitutional factors. .
Thompson's only discrepancy with Rablnov1tch occurs when
category three is referred to as a "specific readlng dis-
ability" or "developmental dyslexia" rather than primary
reading disabi11ty.) While not stated, 1t appears to the
writer that category tt'lO would. be synonymous with secondary
reading disabi11ty. Kaluger and Kolson, while us1ng the
terms normal achiever, corrective readers, and remedial
readers, subdivide the remedial readers into two oategories.
Their earlier book classif1ed remedial readers as secondary
or prlcary reading d1sab111tles wh1le their latest book
1Ralph D. Rab1novltch, et. al., nA Research Approach
to Heading Retardation," in Neurology and Psychiatry in
Childhood, ed. by Rustin I1clntos11 and. Clarence C. Hare
(Baltimore, Md.: The Williams and W1lkins Company), p. )66.
2Lloyd J. Thompson, Reading Disability: Develop-
lnente.l Dyslexia (spr 1ngf1eld, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas Co. J
1966), p. xv i t ,
3I b 1d •
8substitutes the term primary learning disab1lity for primary
read1ng disabi11ty.1
The disabled reader whose learning mechanism 1s intact,
and who has the mental ability to learn but has a severe
educational deficiency in reading skills, is referred
to as a secondary Readl~~ Dlsabtlity case. secondary
reading disability is an acquired reading disability,
acquired in the sense that the d1sability was incurred
because the child failed to ~acqulre" the necessary.
skills, even though he had th~ potent1al, organ1cally
and intellectually, to learn.
second, there is the disabled reader who has at least
average mental ability but whose learning mechanism
is not intact or fully developed and as a result has
a per-ceptiuaL handicap or a Lear-mng d1sorder. \~le refer
to this type of a remedial reader as a Primary Learning
·D1sa.b111t:'l case. The physiological rnechan1sm for
learn1ng is defective or not developed. The problem
is organic and may be sensory, neural, or motor. J
Kaluger a-rid Kolson have incorporated into the primary
learning disabi11ty Rablnov1tch's brain-injured category.
A most important statement by the authors is that at present,
primary learning d1sab111ty can only be considered a
hypotheS1s. 4
Bond and T1nker and Dechant classify children 1nto
four levels of retardation.
1. Children who are significantly retarded 1n read1ng
but who show no unusual or limiting characterist1cs
about their reading patterns and also no personal
rejection of reading and no disturbance about it,
lCllfford J. Kolson and George Kaluger, Clinical
Aspects of Remedial Reading (springfield, Ill.: Charles c.
Thomas Co., 1968), pp. 16-21.
George Kaluger and Clifford J. Kolson, Reading and
Learning Disabilities (colurr~us, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Company, 1969), p. 52.
2Kaluger and Kolson, Reading and Learning Dis-
abilities, p. 51.
3Ibid., p. 52.
2.
4.
9
can be effectively treated 111 the regular class-
room. They are cases of simple retardation.
Children best described as cases of specific retar-
dation are those who are severely limited in one
or more areas of reading but who demonstrate that
they have developed the general basic sk1lls and
abilities well enough to be able readers in other
areas.
The child who has serious deficiencies In basic
reading sk111s and a.b111t1es which impede his entire
reading growth is best described as hav1ng a 11m1t-
1ng disab1lity.
Children who are best described as complex disabil-
ity cases include the disabled readers whose prob-
lems are more subt1le and complicated. These
children are always severely retarded in read1'ng.l
Dechant concurs with Bond and Tinker save referring to
s1mple retardation by the use of the term "general retarda-
tl0n. n2
Moburg and Robinson are in agreement as the former
accepts Robinson's classifications based on the word under-
achiever. Dechant also, 'describes and uses this classlf1ca-
t10n wi th some mc)d1flcat1on. 'rhe f'Lr-s t grouping is the
slow learner with an intelligence quotlent in the 70 to 90
range. This child will progress at a slower rate 1n all
academic areas. Hisreadlng attalnrnent has not reached his
potential. The second grouping includes those in the 90
to 110 intelligence range. The child whose read1ng is not
to his 1ntellectual capacity is a retarded reader. Two
aspects to be aware of with this child are h1s ability to
lauy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Diffi-
culties: Tr.:.eir DiaE';nosis ~nd Coryection (Ne~: York:
Appleton-century-crofts, 1967 ) , pp. 172-74.
2Emerald B. Dechant, D1a~nos1s and Remediation of
Reading D1sab11itx (West Nyack, N.Y.: Parker Publish1ng co.,
1968), p. 9.
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speak better than he writes and the fact he will learn
more from listening than reading. The third grouping is
classified as the bright underachiever whose intellect 1s
ln the 110 to 180 I.~. range. His academic ach1evement may
be average or above average but he is not reading to his
potential. The fourth grouping is classified as the
reluctant reader. The child can read to his ability and
there are no 1mpaired reading skills. However, the child
never chooses to read for pleasure. The last group is that
of the socially and culturally deprived who lack the back-
ground to adapt to the ~iddle olass educational structure.
The problem of educating these children has been on the
Amer-Lcan scene for a long :per1od but now is most prevalent
in the larger cities. 1 Deohant also described this
classif1cat1on but groups the retarded and bright under-
achievers into one group called the "retarded reader. n2
Educational Term1nologx: I.Q. Classification
A table of intellectual classification has been
included for reference as authorities frequently allude to
I.Q. No s1gnif1cant disagreement with the folloWing has
been expressed by other authorities.
lLavvrence G. J't:oburg, "Helping Teachers f-:eet the
Needs of Underachievers in Reading," in Reading: seventx-
Five Years of Progress, ed. by H. Alan Robinson (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1960 ) , p. 220.
Helen r-1. Robinson, "Characteristics of the Under-
achiever, n in 1'he Uno.erachiever in 1~eadingJ ed. by H. Alan
Robinson (Chicago: Uni vers i tj" of .C111cago Press, 1962),
pp. 10-13.
2Dechant, Diagnosis and Remediation of Reading
R1sab11it~, p. 9.
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TABLE 1
EXPECTED LEVELS IN READlr~G FOR SLO~v LEARl~II~G CliILDREi~
I.Q.
Below 50
Classificat10n
I1entally
defectlve
P.ge of
Beg1n.".1ng
Reading
14-16
M1n1mum and Maxi-
mum Reading Achieve-
ment to Expect at
Completion of
schooling
Will learn pnly a
few words. 'Reading
instruction futile
for school purposes.
SO-59 I'Ientally 10-12
handicapped
60-69 I"Ientally 9-10
hand1capped
70-79 Borderline 8-9
defect1ve
80-89 Dull normal 7-8
F1,r's't to third
grade
Second to fourth
grade
Third to seventh
grade
Fourth to eighth
grade (some go
ttlrough R.S.)
140-and up Very superior
90-109
110-119
120-139
Normal or average
Br1ght normal
Superior
6-7
do not begin read1ng too
early because of vision
Notes:
1. A child I s backgr-ound (home , family J and env ironment)
1s very important in determining the extent to which
a child will read and how soon he will read.
2. For IQ's of 70-79, many will read up to 7th grade
level in t ext oook s , but on r-ead i.ng tests will score
only on a 4th grade level.
3. Most newspapers are on a 5th to 7th grade level.
r~1agazlnes va~ry from 5th g r ade to 9th grade level.
Source: Kaltlger and Kolson, rteadinr5 and Learning
Disabilities, p , 115.'
samuel A. Kirk, Teaching Reading to Slow-
Learnin~ Children (New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1940), PP. 27-28.
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Educational Term1nolo~~: Modalities
In the context of the study of perception, the senses
are spoken of as the modalities of perception. These
modalities, in the order of the senses of sight, hearing,
muscular and touch are labeled as visual, aUditory.
kinesthetic and tact11e. 1
Davis further states it 1s important that three factors;
discrimination, patterning and memory be strong. An example
1s the visual where each letter must be properly 1dent1f1ed.
seen in correct order and remembered in that order. 2 The
two modalities mentioned by authors were the aUditory and
visual.
Robinson, spache a.nd \'1!eprnan use the term audLt or-y
discrimination similarly, while Harris applies the same
connotation to the term auditory perception.) Spache
clarifies this with the following quotation.
AUditory d i scr tm i net i on differs f r-om acuity 111 t hat;
the child a-pparently can hear the various isolated sounds
but is unable to distinguish similarities and differences.
He experiences difficulty with re~ding because each word
is a pattern of sounds in itself.
is. Elizabeth Davis, "Reading Disability: Percep-
tion and Read1ng," in Reading Difficulties: Classroom and
Clinic, ed. by Marjorie Seddon Johnson and Roy A. Kress
(Philadelphia: Temple University, 1970), p. 34.
2 Ibid., p , 31.
'1~,Albert Jos iah I1arr1s, Ho~'l to Increase Reading
Ability (New York: Longmans, Green, 1961), p. 2)0.
Helen I1. nob1nson, :'Jhy Cl'1tldrenFal1 in Readi:gg
(Chicago: UniversitJ' of Chicago Press, 1946), p , 50•.
George D. spache, TOhTard. F"3etter Reading (Champaign,
Ill.: Garrard Publishing Co., 1963), p. 7.
Joseph M. Wepman, "Auditory Discrimination, speech
and Iiead1ng, tt J~lementa.rdv scrtool Journal, LX (I~arch, 1960),
32.5.
4
spache, Towar4 Better Reading, p. 7.
i)
Rob1nson defines auditory memory span.
Some ch11dren are unable to ne a r sounds, which 1s
called "lack of aUditory acuity": others hear very
well but are unable to discriminate between sounds
which are similar, designated by the term ndifflculty
in aUditory discrimination"; still other ohildren hear
and discriminate but fail to remember the sounds, and
these are sa11d to have nS}10rt auditory memory spans"for sounds.
Spache and strang provide short, inclusive defini-
tions for the area of visual modality. spache uses the
terms visual discrimination or perception.
It may be very simply defined for our purposes as
sk1ll in dist1nt~uishlng lr'lord-like shapes. Orientation
to the left-to-right sequence of our symbols i~ another
aspect of visual discrimination or perception. .
Visual 1ma,gery is described by strang.
Visual Lrnager-y , which is ability to create menta.l 1mages
with photographic clarity--to "see it in the mind's
eye"--has also been called "visual memory," "mental
imager, rt " 1ffi8.ger;l ,tt tlinner perception,11 tfre-percept1on,"
"visualization.")
Fe~~emaJ in a study at the University of Wisconsin, explor-
ing the use of mental images by children during the reading
process reveals one particularly interesting outcome. The
more intelligent and faster readers form fewer mental images.
Fennerna feels 1 t may be necessary for the slower reader
, 4
to form more Lmages to understand the reading mater1al.
1Rob1nson, ~,!<Jhy Children Fail 1nReadlng, p. 39.
2
spache, Toward Better Reading, p. 3.
3nut h strang, Re8dinr; Diagnosis and Remediation
(Newark, Del.: Internclt10nal R.ead1ng As s oc rat Lon, Inc.,
1968), p. 27.
4Elizabeth H. Fennema, 'INental Imagery and the
Reading Process," F~lementary School J011rnal, XIX (February,
19.59), 286-289_
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The term dominance has been included in this sec-
t10n due to usage of the term and senses involved. "Dom-
1nance" is the term applied to the consistent choice of
one hand, one eye, one ear, one foot or one side. The
dom1nant cerebral hemisphere is on the opposite side from
the dominant hand or foot. 1
Educational Terminology: Reading Levels
With two exceptions, most authors are in general
agreement concerning the independent, instructional,
frustrat10n and capacity reading levels.
The capacity level was described in four books as a
child's ab111ty to comprehend seventy-five per cent of the
material read to h1m. 2 Conklin did not give a percentage of
comprehension but used descriptive terms to define the level
as recalling the story, pronouncing words and supply1ng
additional information. She states: "This gives a measure
3
of the level which he can hope to achieve In reading."
The other levels are found in Tables 2, .3, and 4.
1Robinson, -hlthy C1111dren Fa.11 in liead1ng, p , 39.
2Bond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis and Correction, p. 199.
Kaluger and Kelson, Reading and Learning Disabil-
ities, p , 130.
Kolson and Kaluger, Clinical Aspects of Remedial
Reading, p. 62.
Marjorie seddon Johnson and Roy A. Kress, "Reading
Disability: Cognition Factors," in Heading Dlsabl11tiest
Selections on Iclentificr:-ltion and Treatme.nt, e d , by Harold
r.!ewman (l'~ew York: Tl1e Cdyssey Press, 1969 ) , p. 157.
JDorothy L. DeBoer, ed., Reading Diagnosis and
Eva.lua.tion (Ne\'lark, Del.: International 11eadlng Assoclatlon,
Inc., 1968 ), p. 16.
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TABLE 2
INSTRUCTIONAL'READING LEVEL
Authors
Bond and
Tlnker
Conk11n
Della-P1ana
Dechant
Kaluger and
Ko Ls on
Kolson and
Kaluger
Johnson and
Kress
Per cent
Word Recog-
nition
95
95
Questionable
95-95
Definite
1/11 to 1/19
9.5
95
95
Per cent
Compre-
hension
75
75
51-69
70-89
75
85-90
75
7S
Descriptive
t..Jords
Good rhythm,
proper phras-
ing, w1thout
tension
!~eeds moderate
help
Challenged
Speed--less
than minimum
Speed--l.5 or
more per
m1nute
Teaching level
Still enjoyed
by pupil
Highest level
teacher
guidance and
preparation
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TABLE :3
INDEPENDENT BEADING LEVEL
Per Cent Per Cent DescriptiveAuthors Word !1eoog- Compre-
nit10n hension Trlords
Bond and
Tinker 99 90 Few mechan1cal
difflcult1es
Conklin 99 Reflect,
evaluate as
purpose dic-
tates
Della-P1ana 99-100 90-100 speed--s11ent
Errors double oral
1/40
Dechant 99 90
Harr1s Few errors very Highest level
good fluently With-
out assistance
Johnson and
Kress 99 90
Kaluger and
Kolson 99 rvrean1ng Level of
95 supplementary
Inter. reading
90
Kolson and
Kaluger 99 90 Few me chan1cal
errors
l~alby 95 Reads
fluelltly
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TABLE 4
FRUSTRATION READING LEVEL
-
Per Cent Per Cent DesoriptiveAuthors Word Recog- Compre-
n1t1on hension ~lords
Bond and
Tinker 50 11any errors
l1ay refuse to
cont rnue
reading
Conklin 90 Limited Poor phrasing
under- Vocalization
standing ,Inserts.
Omits
Della-P1ana 94 or less .50 or speed--s11ent
Errors 1/10 less less than
or less oral
Dechant Less than 90 Less
than
7S
Harris 90-95
I
depends on
mater1al
Johnson and IKress 90 50
KalU[-£er and
Kolson Less than 70 70-75 Head movement
Inter. Finger
below 60 pointing
Tension
T.rl l thdrawal
substitutions
Repetitions
Kolson and
Kaluger 90 50 Tension, strain
easily dis-
tracted
~.;alby Child breaks
down in reading
18
D1sagreernent with authors who ar-e generally in
agreement on the reading levels comes from Spache and
Powell. spache states that 1n standardizing the Diagnostic
Reading Scales, sixty per cent comprehension was the actual
m1n1mum rather than the n • • • much h1gher arbltrary stand-
i
ards of .Betts and smith. tf Powell comments on the Betts'
levels adapted by many.
In s p i t e of que s t rons yet unresolved, there is strong
eVidence to conclude safely that the widely used Betts
criterion of word-recognition for determining the
instructional reading levels through the informal
inventory should be held suspect. Betts originated
an excellent device for evaluating reading. Perhaps,
1f the informal inventory could be viewed more as a
methodology with defined guidelines and less as a test
1nstrument, attem~ts would constantly be made to perfect
those guidelines.
Educational Terminology: Test-Related
1. AUd1ng is a term which refers to listening
comprehension. Strang defines th1s as d •• one indicat10n
of reading potential. 03
2. Diagnostic and survey tests are terms which
occur often. tJIilson in one definition and strang, IrloCullough
and Traxler in another draw together for the reader a clear
picture of the two. Wilson 1n referring to diagnostic
batteries in a single unit states: "These tests are designed
1aeorge D. Spache and Evelyn B. spache, Read1ng 1n
the Elementary schools (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1969),
p , 246.
2Dorothy L. DeBoer, ed., Reading Diagnosis and
Evaluation, p. 108.
3strang, Reading D1agnos1s and Remed1at1on, p. 14.
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for use by the reading specialist for a rather complete
educational analysis on a given child. n1
The terms diagnostio tests and sl~vey tests are often
used as if these two kinds of tests were clearly dif-
ferentiated, but there 1s no clear div1ding line between
the two. An achievement test which yields only one
score is not inherently diagnostic, although even this
kind of test might be used in a diagnostic way if a
user wished to take the trouble to group the questions
test1~g similar ab1lities and to·.study the answers with
care.
3. The informal reading inventory 1s a test used
.to estab11sh the reading levels as instructional, independent,
frustrat1on, and capacity. It may be standardized or
teacher made and includes materials for both oral and silent
reading. "The informal reading Lnverrt or-y (I.a.I.) 1s an
informal diagnostic tool used to determine the student's
strengths and limitations in word analysis and comprehension
sl{ills, and his level of reading ability. n3
Medical Termlnolo~y
Auditory acuity refers to keenness of hearing.
In the area of vision more technical terms appear.
"Any visual defect may cause dissatisfaction, discomfort,
and disinclination to read. T11erefore a visual screening
laobert M. Wilson, Diagnostic and Remedial Reading
for Classroom and Clinic (columbus, Ohlo: C. E. Merrill
Books, 1967 ) , p. 94.
2R.uth strang J Constance r1. I-icCullough and Arthur E.
Traxler, ThB Imnrovement of Readlns (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1961), pp. 3j4-335.
Jstella M. Cohn and Jack Cohn, Teaching the Hetarded
Reader: A. Guide for Teacher, Reading Specialists and
Sunervisors (New York: Odyssey Press, 1967 ) , p. 50.
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test should always be included in any study of an individual's
reading ... 1
The terms wh1ch the reader may encounter are defined
alphabetically below.
1. Acuity refers to the clearness of vision.
2. Aniseldorn1nance refers to better vision in one
eye than the other.
J. Aniseikonia occurs when the size or shape of
the image is unequal.
4. Color recognition refers to recognizing colors
accurately.
5- Fusion 1s considered by Wilson to be a separate
entity while Eatnes considers it a subdivision of the larger
grouping, heterophor1a. DFus10n involves the ability of
the brain to blend or fuse an image from each into an
2
adequate 1rnage. ft
6. !.-Ieterophor1a is 11nperfect fixation and accord1ng
to Eames appears to cause little difficulty at far point
:3but may cause problems at near point. Included in hetero-
phoria 1s e sopnor-La denoting eyes tending to turn inward,
exophoria which finds the eyes turning outward, hyperphorla
in which one eye drifts above the other when the child 1s
tired, and fusion difficulty.
lstrang, McCullough and Traxler, The Irnorovement
of Reading, p. 5.
2~';ilson, Diap:nostlc and Remedial Reading for Class-
room and Clinic, p. 44.
JNatchez, Child.ren 1.... i th Reading Problems, p. 139.
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7. Ocular motility refers to the eye in mot1on.
8. l1efract 1ve errors occur: "When the eyes are
out of focus, as a camera is when set for the wrong distance
••• n
1 This 1ncludes myopia, or nearsightedness, which
may favor the reader rather than hinder and hypermetropia,
or farsightedness, for which the child can compensate by
using focusing muscles which cause constant strain.
studies have also been made of endocrine glands
and their functioning.
Iv1any investigations of the effect on learning of endo-
crine gland defects and def1ciencies have been made,
and there is general agreement that some of these som~­
times interfere with the process of learnlng to read.
Pituitary· gland disturbance may cause mental retardation or
visual field defeots with reduced eye span. A thyrq1d gland
disturbance known as hypothyroid in either mild or moderate
form when undetected "••• usually presented such man1festa-
tions as increasing preoccupation, appar-ent; laziness, day-
dreaming, lack of interest, poor attention, slowing down of
word perception, and inability to complete assignments.") D1s-
turbances of the ad.rena.l gla.nd wer-e also explained. tiThe adre-
nal glands, like the thyroid affect drive, but defioiencies are
not as closely related to the functions necessary to good
reading. Fatigue, lack of aggressiveness, and ocoasional
psycholog1cal problems are seen among pupils with adrenal
diff1culties.tt~ Diabetes mellitus is a problem only When
1I bi d., p , 1)8. 2I b i d., p. 141.
)Natchez, Children '~Hth Heading Problems, p. 142 •
.4I b i d•
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not detected. However visual problems are common and even
cataracts in children are not unusual.
Terminology Pertinent to Pupil Reading Diagnosis
Distinctive in Usage by Authorities
Naming the Pupil Candidate
The term1nology used to denote children to be con-
sidered for placement in a reading center was found by the
writer to number twelve. Authors, themselves, do not always
use one term consistently. Alphabetically the terms range
from atypical children to underachiever. Preferences of
authors have been tabled below.
rlA!IING THI1: PUPIL CA~t8IDl\TE
Author/Authors Designating
Atypical children
Difficulty in reading
Disa.bled Reader
Learning disability
Problem Reader
Reading disability
Beading and learning
disabilities
Reading retardation
Retardation:
levels of/or in read1ng
r1onroe
Davis, Gofman
Buerger, Kolson and Kaluger
\.J11son
Harris, Jampolsky, Kaluger
and Kolson, Roswell and
l'!atcnez, strang
DeH1rsch, Kaluger and Kolson
Orton, Rab1novltch and Ingram
Bond and Tlnker, Dechant
2)
TABLE 5--Continued
Term
Retarded reader
Special r~ead1ng difficulty
Underachievers
Author/Authors Designating
Betts, Belmont and Birch,
Carter and 1~1cG1nnls, Cohn
and Cohn
Harr1s
Robinson
Diagnosis of the Pupil Candidate
The teacher or reading speicalist ~Jishlng to become
proficient 1n the diagnosis of reading disability has
a tremendous but interesting task ahead. 1
Diagnosis is different in depth, breadth and
approach.
Bond and Tinker give eight general principles of
diagnosis. Dlagnos1s directs itself to methods of 1mprove-
ment, extends beyond appra1s1ne reading skills, is efficient,
11m1ts itself to pertinent information, relies on standard-
1zed tests, uses informal procedures for extended d1agnos1s,
evaluates score patterns, and 1s cont1nuous. It may be
etiological which is not always feasible or ther~peut10.
Bond and Tinker prefer a therapeut10 d1agnos1s. Diagnosis
may be general diagnosis which locates areas of reading
weaknesses through use of cumulative folders, mental abi11ties,
achievement levels and locates those in need of further
analysis. It may be an ane.Ly t i caL analysis which locates
spe c1f1c strengths and'lreakne s ses . The rnos t thorough is
lDella-P1ana, ed., Reading Diagnosis and Prescription;
An Introduction (Chicago: Holt J J3.1neholt and 'l~1nston, Inc. J
1968), p , 61.
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the case study approach delving into the explicit weakness
as which blend needs strengthening, assessing all areas
of the physical, exploring the child's reaction to read1ng
and investigating the environmental factors. The case
study approaoh is desirable 1n'many cases but prohibited
1by expen.se s ,
Certer refers to the clinical study of the child.
He believes diagnosis ~-lill include many facts. As more
facts accumulate, the most relevant take precedence and
others become superficial. Several diagnoses ,may be
necessary but all are scientifically oriented. 2
Cohn and Cohn suggest continuous diagnosis which
extends from pupil assessment, including self-image, to
interaction with peers, family and teacher, to educat10nal
history and finally to evaluat10n of env1ronmental
influences.)
Davis' one statement regarding diagnosis is that
41t should be in the hands of specialists.
Dechant's approach is: ttDiagnosis is a blueprint
for instruction. 1t5 The author feels that diagnosis l'Jh1ch
lEond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties: The1r
Diagnos1s and Correction, pp. 152-158.
2DeBoer, Reading piagnosis and Evaluation, PP. 17-20.
3Cohn and Cohn, Teachlnr4 the Retarded Reader: A
Guide for Teachers, Reading Sneciallsts and Suuervisors,
pp , i5-lb.
4Frederick B. Davis, liThe Role of Testing in Reading
Instruction, It in t1ea.ding: Seventy-Five l~eal~S of Progress,
ed. by H. Alan Robinson (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1966), p. 179.
5Dechant, .Diagnosis and Remediation of Reading Dis-
ability, p, 2.
2.5
provides early 1dentification of problems, corrects the
problem.
Harris considers reading diagnosis a learning
process to be done in varyl~~ degrees. Both the past and '
present factors causing the reading diff1culty should be
explored. H1s stress 18 on the correct procedure and
interpretation of data. 1
Ka.Luger- and Kolson cons ider diagnosis a three s t.ep
procedure; preliminary diagnosis assesses the mental ability
and evaluates reading and other aoademic areas, differential
diagnosis d1scovers if the problem is perceptual or educa-
t10nal and therapeutic diagnosis evaluates specific reading
sk1lls. The authors state informal diagnosis will suffice
for most pupils but standardized tests are needed for
problem readers and eltlo1og1cal diagnosis is needed only
in cases of extreme reading d1sab111ty.2
Lipton uses a broad scope approach including in
diagnosis; the child emotionally, lingUistically, neuro-
phys1ologically, as a whole, his ~n1queness, the inter-
relationships to family and others plus the environmental
aspects. It is as a circle spiraling upward continuously.3
"Diagnosis of rea.ding disabilities ma.y be made
on different levels of comprehensiveness, psychological
1Harris, How to Increase Reading Ab111tl, pp. 220-221.
2Kaluger and Kolson, Beading; and Learn1nft Disabil-
ities, p , 118.
3Aaron Lipton, "Relating Remedial strategies to
Diagnostic Considerations," Reading Teacher, XXIII (January,
1970), 353-359.
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1depth, and competence." strang begins with the surface
level and proceeds through seven levels. The surface
level 18 diagnosis of read1r~ performance, level two
explores the behavior 1nfluenc1'ng reading, level three
analyzes the pupl1's reading process, lev~l four evaluates
the mental abl11t1es as visual memory and looks for areas
which produce success, level five 1s a cl1n1cal analysis
of personality traits and values, level six is neurological,
and level seven involves 1ntrospect1on. 2
\~11son approaches diagnosis on three levels from
'classroom for the compilation of data, to reading spec1a11st
for thorough analysis, to clinical for children who have
not responded to ass1stance by classroom teacher or reading
specialist •.)
1
strang, Reading Diagnosis and Remediation, p. 4.
2 Ibid., pp. 4-6.
JH1lson, Diagnostic and Remedial Read1ng for Class-
room and Clinic, pp. 16-17.
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TABLE 6
DIAGNOSTIC RESPONSIBILITY
Authors Not Teacher Implied s~e- Imp11ed
noted teacher cia 1st c1~£l;t
Bond and Tinker X X
Carter X
Cohn and Cohn X
Davis X
Dechant X
Harris X X
Kaluger and
Kolson X
Lipton X
strang X
\i11son X X
Classification of ?u~11 Candidates
Three authors used the terms oorrective and remedial
in refer1ng to ch1ldren with reading problems. They are
Harris, Schiffman and, I(aluger and Kolson. The latter also
use the term developmental. Harris briefly defines correc-
tive as a remedial reading program carried on by the regular
classroom teacher in small gr-oup t ng s and remedial as a
program outside the classroom for ch i Io.r-en with reading
problems. 1
lHarris, How to Increase Reading Ability, p. 21.
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Sch1ffman agrees with !{arr1s as to the program
aspect of corrective and remedial but extends beyond and
designates the children for each. The corrective program
is to include "••• children t~lthout as soc rat rve learning
disability," while the remedial 1s u •• for children
\~1th severe reading difficulty who are unable tornake
appropriate associations between visual printed symbols
1
and their experiences."
Kaluger and Kolson in using developmental, correc-
tive and remedial refer to pupils and not the program.
Thus the developmental reader is one who performs according
to his capacity, the corrective reader tI ••• experiences
some minor difficulty in reading," and the remedial reader,
although capable, is functioning far be101.'1 his potential. 2
flarris refers to t.he programs t41h11e Schiffman and
Kaluger and Kolson refer' to the program and/or the reader.
Betts classified reading difficulties as general
or specific. The former lack basic, elementary skills and
the latter are weak in one or two specific areas. J
Monroe, in her classic study of children with reading
difficulties, termed the gr-oup atyp1ca,1. tIer subclasslf1ca-
tlons were three in nature. "The group of ch1ldren, in
lNorton Bctel, nDyslexia: Is There Such a Thing?"
in Current Issl)~es in deadl:Q£, ed. by !~ila Ba11ton Smith (Newar-k,
Del.: International Reading Association, Inc., 1969), p. 378.
2Kaluger and Kolson, Reading and Learning Disabil-
ities, pp. 46-48.
JEmmett Albert Betts, The Prevention and Correction
of R,ead1ng Difficu.l t iss (Evanston, Ill.: Row, Peterson and
Company, 1936), p. 77.
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which there 1s ~ variety of behavior and environmental
1problems J will be called the I c11n1c read 1.ng cases , I II
The special reading cases were those where the reading de-
fect was· the primary reason for referral and other complica-
tions were minimum. The defective reading cases were
mentally slower than average and there were problems of
sohool adjustment and behav1or. 2
Classification of Puo11 Candidates: Dxslexia
The reading dlsa.bl11ty r-ef'er-r-ed to as dyslexia 15
not definable in a few words. It is also necessary to
consider other terms when writing about dyslexia. The
wr1ter has therefore chosen to review this classification
and related terms separately.
Reading; dlsfibility tilth its accompanying d i.atur-bances
in other language funct ions has been Labe Le d under a
variety of terms such as word-bllndlless, congenital
word-blindness, strephosycbo11a, sgeclf1c reading
disability, developmental dy s Lex i.a , reading retardation
and even aphasia. This disparate terminology reflects
the numerous concepts concerning the causes of reading
disability.)
Alexia, mentioned by Dechant, Hermann, Olson and
strang, is the complete or partial lnab11ity to read due
to disea"se. 4 Dechant refers to it as mild brain damage
lMarion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1932), p. 2.
2Ibid., pp. 2-).
3Thompson, Reading Disability: Develoomental Dys-
lexia, p , 155.
4
. Knud Hermann, Reading Disa.billty: A IvIed.leal study
ofWord-Bl1ndness and Related Handicaps (springfield, Ill.:
Charles C. Thomas Publishers, 1959), p. 18.
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associated with reading dlfflculty.l Olson, Olson and
Duncan state it 1s the inability to read due to major or
minor brain le1son. 2 strang refers to this as fl ••• 1n-
ab111 ty to identify verbal symbols, It although tile 1ntellect
is unimpa1red. J
Cerebral dysfunction 1s ment10ned by strang as a
H••• neurological disturbance, not definitely identified
with actual bra1n damage.n~
Dyslexia 1s defined by some autho~s while other
authors use symptoms in lieu of a concise definition.
Benton uses specific reading disability and developmental
dyslexia as synonymous terms. The definition employed is
"••• failure to learn to read on the part of a child
(usually a boy) which cannot be ascribed to mental retarda-
t1on, impoverishment of oral language, inadequate teach1ng
or any other obvious factor.~5
Crosby and Liston define dyslexia as "••• a
symptom resulting from one or more of the various neuro-
6logical impairments."
lEmerald B. Dechant, Im4roV1n~ the Teach1ng of
Reading (Englec11ffs, N.J., 196 ), p. 76.
20lson, Olson and Duncan, "Neurological Dysfunct10n
and Heading Disab~lity,h Reading Teacher, pp. 159-160.
3strang, Beadl~ Diagnosis a.nd Remediat1on, p. 77.
4Ibid., p , 78.
5Arthur L. Benton, "Language Learn1ng: Perceptua.l
Bases, It in Rea.ding Difficulties: Classroom 8"nd Clinic.; ed__
by !1arjor1e Seddon Johnson and liOy A. l(ress (Philadelphia:
Temple University, 1970)., pp. 28-29.
6R• M. N. crosby and Robert A. L1ston, The Ways1ders
(New York: Delacorte Press, 1968), p. 4.
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DeH1rsch uses the terms specific dyslexia and
strephosymbolia synonymously.
The syndro~e we call specific Dyslexia or Strephosymbolia
is a clinical ent1ty and should be differentiated from
reading disabilit1es of a secondary nature, which might
have resulted from a variety of causes: physical
illness, environmental pathology, poor teaching. Spe-
cific dyslexia, above all, should not be confused with
learning disability. In the Lat.t.ez-, difficulties with
reading are the result of a personality disturbance.
It should, however, be borne in mind that a dyslexic
child when ~ot helped early enough may develop a learning
l'nhib it ion.
Kress defines dyslexia as an inability to make a
three-way association between visual and/or oral language
and meanings althoug~ the visual experiences were aval1able. 2
strang defines dyslexia as a severe reading dif-
ficulty that exists despite adequate instruction and motiva-
t10n and without evidence of mental retardation, emotional
pr~lems or sensory defects.)
Dechant has chosen to divide dyslexics into three
categories; secondary, maturational and specific.
1. Secondary dyslexia is the most common form of
remedial reading d.1sab111ties. P. reader termed a secondary
dyslexic has a more severe reading ,roblern than one class1-
fied as a corrective reader. There are many causes but
no bra1n pathology. The reader can be helped.
lNatchez, Children with Reading Problems, p. 110.
2
Roy p\. Kress, "Reading Disability: Cognitive
Factors, n in Re[jd1ng .I)ifflculties: Cln.ssroom and. Clinic, ad.
by Marjorie Seddon Johnson and Roy A. Kress (?h11adelphla:
Temple Untversity, 1970), p. 50.
)strang, Reading Dia~nosis and Remediation, p. 78.
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2. Maturat10nal dyslexia involves some brain
pathology. The neurological development is delayed but
the pupil 1s capable of maturing.
J. Specific dyslexia 1s failure to learn to read
although environmental, intellectual, education and sensory
areas are adequate. There may be only minimal signs in
the neurological area but there is some organic problem.
Clues to this are discrepancies between verbal and non-
verbal IQ with the latter significantly better, right-left
confusion, speech d1fficulty, poor auditory discrimination,
Borne evidence of prenatal difficulty, short attention span,
and assoc1at1ve learning disabilities. The author clas-
sifies the specific dyslexic also in terms of the difficulty;
auditory, visual and aUditory-vlsual. 1
Kolson and Kaluger do not refer to dyslex1a as a
disorder 11'1 itself but rather as a symptom of primary read-
ing disability. Dyslex1a 1s characterized by rotations
and reversals in reading past gr-ade three, inability to
see words in their entirety, motor area difficulty, poor
2
comprehension, and slow rate of reading.
Kr1ppner speaks of developmental and post-traumatic
dyslexia. The former is characterized by five of the
seven llablnov1tch symptoms plus a fifteen-po1nt difference
bebween the verbal and non-verbal sections of the i,,Jechsler
lDechant, Imnrovlng the Teaching of Reading,
pp. 472-476.
2Kolson and Kaluger, Clinical Aspects of Remed1al
Readinp;, p. 31.
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Intelligence scale for Children, favoring the non-verbal
scale. The seven Rab1novltch symptoms are: disturbed
body image, poor revisua11zation, poor reaudttorizatlon,
dlff1culty in conceptual thinking, and confusion 1n the
areas of time, numbers and direction. Post-traumatic
dyslexia is the result of damage to the central nervous
1
system.
Money describes dyslexia as defective reading
which may be organic or deyelopmental. Money prefers the
term specific dyslexia and feels that etiological and
prognostic considerations are necessary. Money be11eves
dyslexia 1s nbt always isolated from other areas as it may
be part of cognitive and/or mental deficiencies. The
2prognosls 1s that of limited literacy.
Olson, Olson and Duncan state that dyslexia 1s a
mild forrn of alexia whLch is the inabl1i t~r to read and
note symptoms such as reversals and translocation of letters
and words, word-by-word oral reading, frequent repetition
and guessing, deviant speech, confused directlon, concept
difficulty, and poorly formed letters. J
1
s. Krlp,pner, uEt101og1cal Factors in Reading Dis-
ability of the Academically Talented in Comparison to
pupils of Aver-age and Slo~4J'-Learning .Ability I n Journal of
Educational Research, LXI (February, 1968), 276.
2 ~John Money, ed, , Reaaixlg L'isabl11ty: PrOfjreSS
and Tiesearch l'reeds in Dyslexia (Baltimore, f1d.; The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1962), pp. 46-47.
JOlson, Olson and Duncan, "Neurological Dysfunction
and Reading Disability," Readlng Teacher, p. 160.
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Preston feels dyslexic children are those with
one common trait; Gestalt dysfunct1on. The symptoms are
dlff1culty synthesizing whole words and assoc1atlon of
visual symbols and associated sounds. 1
Rablnovitoh does not use the term dyslexia but
employes prlmary reading disability. The symptomatology
is so sim1lar and Rab1nov1tch so prominent that review of
\
symptoms found by Bablnov1tch to define primary reading
disability 1s noted here.
When this material 1s examined, a characteristic
pattern emerges. It must be strongly emphasized,
however, that rarely if ever does a single pat lent ,
exh1bit all these deviations from the normal. Thus
right-left confusion, various extinction or inatten-
tion phenomena, cortloal sensory dlsturbances, m1xled
hand-eye preferences, non-speciflc motor awkwardness,
d i s s oc recec dysgr-aph ra, and speech and spelling abnor-
malities B2e all variously combined with reading dis-turbances.
Rankin uses the terms dyslexia and learning d1s-
abilities synonymously and names another group, minimal
brain dysfunction. The dyslexia or learning d1sabl11ty
group shows identifiable neurological symptoms. The child
needs medical diagnosis first and then a psychological and
educational diagnosis. This 1s a small minority of ch1ldren.
The d1agnosis here should first be psychological and
lRalph D. Preston, "An Appraisal of Medical Research
on Dyslexia, n in :t.1eadlnp;: PI. H\lrnEtn Right and J\ I·Iuman Problem,
ed. by Ralph C. staiger and Oliver Anderson (Neward, Del.:
International Reading Association, Inc., 1968), pp. 175-176.
2nalph D. Hab1novitch, et al., ItA Research Approach
to Reading Retardation," Neurology and Psychiatry in Chl1d-
.l1.Q.Q.Q., p. 379.
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1educational and later medical.
Thompson prefers the three-level classlflcat10n
of readers. The th1rd level cl~ssif1cation most closely
resembles the dyslexic disoussion. He stresses some
evidence of hereditary predisposition, innate endowment
and developmental lag. 2
Minimal brain dysfunctton was noted.only by Rankin
as defining a larger group of ch11dren with read1ng prob-
lems.)
strang ldentlf1es neurolog1cal disorganization or
dysfunction as a condition difficult to remediat. EVidence
of brain damage or disease 1s not evident but tI ••• the
individual seems to have a basic difficulty 1n integrating
written material and associating concepts with symbols. n4
The terms congenttal word-blindness, 'word~b11hdness
and strephosymbolia are of a more historic nature than
read1ng-center-or1ented.
Educational Terminology: Formulas for
L2·~:r;rees of 3ead1n~ Retardation
Belot'l are iden,tifled various formulas for identify-
ing the degrees of reading retardation.
1E. F. Rankin, I1Learning Disabi11ties: \~lhat's In
a Name," Journal of Reading, XXI (December, 1968), 215.
2Thompson, Heading Disabllitl: Developmental
Dyslexia, pp. 155-156.
J E• F. Hankin, "Learning Disabilities: Wha.t's In
a Name," Journal of Reading, p. 215.
4strang, Reading Diagnosis and Remediation, p. 49.
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1. A comparison 1s made between the child's MA
1(mental age) and the ch1ld's reading achievement score.
2. The Bond and Tlnker formula involves I.Q. and
years 1n school. It is years in school x I.Q. + 1.02
3. The Cleland formula 18 an average of the grade
equivalents of the CA, MA, arithmetic computation score
and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading ca·pac1ty· Test. The grade
equivalents of the CA and MA are arrived at by sUbtracting
five from each. J For example, to compute the grade equiv-
alent for a CA of ten, the examiner subtracts five from
10, or 10-5=5. To compute the grade equivalent for a MA
of ten, the examiner subtracts five from 10, or 10-5=5.
4. The difference between the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading capacity Test and the Durrell-Sullivan Reading
Achievement Test will yield degrees of reading retardation. 4
,. The chl1d's auding test score may be compared
w1th his achievement test performance to give a measure
of retardation. Wilson suggests the Botel or Peabody
Tests for an auding measure. S
6. The learning Expectanoy Level formula is
suggested by Kolson and Kaluger. Th1s 1s L.E.L. = I1.A. - S
1\1ilSOn, Diagnostic and Remedial Heading for Class-
room and Clinic, p. 94.
2Bond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis and Correction, p. 93.
JWilson, Diagnostic and Remedial Reading for Class-
room and Clinic, p. 37.
4 5Ibid. J p. 38. Ibid.
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or Learning Expectancy Level equals I'fle n t a l i\ge minus f1ve. 1
7. Horn of the Los Angeles City Schools devised
an Expected Achievement Grade Placement Table which was
used in a study by \tJ1nkley. It 18 necessary to express
the C.A. and M.A. in grade placement values.
Age
6 to 8-6 • • • • • •• M.A. + C.A./2
8-6 to 10 •••••• 3M.A. + 2C.A./S
10 to 12 ••••••• 2M.A. ,+ C.A./J
212 to 16-6 • • • • • • 3M.A. + C.A./4
8. Malmquist, 1n a study of swedish children,
established norms for the study population and then defined
the poor readers as those whose scores were more than one
standard dev1ation from the mean. 3
9. Conklin states the M.A. itself is the level
at which the child should function. 4This is M.A. = C.A. x I.Q.
10. The i1onroe formula is of historic value. However,
\~1nkley found it identified only fifty-eight per cent of the
reading dlsabi11ties found by four or more other formulas.
1Kolson and Kaluger, Clinical Asnects of Remedial
Reading. p. 60.
2Carol K. 1,t1nkley, uBu11d1ng Staff Competence 1n
Identifying Underachievers," in The Underachiever in Reading.
ed. by H. Alan Robinson (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1962), p. 158.
JFlower, Gofman and Lawson, Reading Disorders:
A Mult1disc1011nary Symposium, p. 6.
4DeBoer, ad., Reading Diagnosis and Evaluat1on,
p , 13.
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The '.-l1nkley study did not use the same tests upon which
the original formula was based. 1 The Monroe formula is
termed the reading lndex which 1s the expectancy grade
divided by the reading grade. The expectancy grade is
an average of the C.A., M.A. and Arithmetic Test. lhe
reading grade is an average of the Gray Oral; Haggerty
Reading Examination Sigma I, test 2; Iota Herd Testj and
lvord Discr1mination. The reading index was expressed as
a dec1mal to note the percentage of reading ability the
child was using. The author and workers devised tables
of z-scores to chart specific errors in reading.2
Educational Terminology: Tests
The terms described in this section are unique
for their ne\~ess. No disparity of terminology was noted,
but the terminology was applicable to only cloze technique,
the Frost1g Developmental Test of Visual Perceot1on and
the Illinois Test of Psycho11nguistic Abilities.
The cloze technique involves the omission of every
fifth or tenth word. Each part of speech may be system-
atically omitted.
The name of this technique suggests the Gestalt psy-
chology concept of closure. Certain words are system-
atically omitted in a passage, and the students are
instructed to fill each blank with the missing word.
The most common procedure is to select r-andoml.y one
of the first words in the passage and then follow this
selectlon with the deletion of every fifth or tenth
p. 160.
l H• Alan Robinson, ed., The Underachiever in Reading,
2 Monroe, Children Hho Cannot Read, PP. 30, 57.
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word. To ascertain the effect of deletion of certain
grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, modif1ers,
prepositions, conjunctlons, and noun determiners), each
of these syntactical un1ts 1s systematically deleted
1n the same way. .
Frost1g's test includes five areas wh1ch are eye-
hand coordinat1on, figure-ground perception, perceptual
constancy, position in space, and spatial relat1onsh1ps.
"The first of these, eye-hand coordination, explores a
2
restricted area of motor skills." The eye-hand coord1na-
tlon subtest 1s less related to readil~ and ar1thmetic than
the other subtests. "In the subtest for figure-ground
perception the child 18 required to discriminate between
intersect1ng f1gures and to f1nd hidden figures. nJ The
figure-ground subtest is related to the child's ability
to recognize parts of wholes. This subtest predicts a
child's ability in both spelling and reading. nperceptual
constancy refers to the ability to recognize what 1s per-
ce1ved as belonging to a certain cLas s regardless of the
image on the retina. n4 The perceptual constancy subtest
predicts the child's ability to recognize words 1n d1f-
ferent print and usage. "perception of pos1tlon in space
refers to the ability to see an object in relat10n to one's
own body; to see it as being in front, behind, or to the
1straIl[;, Re2d1np: Diap.:nos is a l1d. Remedia t ion, p , 105.
2r1ar1anne Frost1g, "Teach1ng Read1ng to Children
~·'11th Per-cept.uaL Dis turbances, It in Readinf5 Dis orders: 11.
Mult1dlsc1!)linary symposiurn, ed , by Richard I~1. Flower,
f-Ielen F. Gofman and Lucle I. Lawson (Phl1a,delph1a, Pa.:
F. A. Davis Co., 1965), p. 114.
J1b 1d • 4I b1d •
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side, for instance. n1 The perception of position in space
subtest relates to the child's ability to discern reversed
or rotated ~etters. "Percept1on of spatial relat10nships
refers to the ability to recognize the positions of objects
or of referenoe points in relation to each other. n2 This
subtest 1s predictive of the child's ability to see the
letters of a word or words in proper sequence.
The Illinois Test of Psycho11ngu1stlc Ability 1s
composed of two levels; the representational and the automat1c-
sequential. The representational is described first •
• • • Three main oper-a t Lons are considered: (a) decodang,
(b) association, and (c) encod1ng. Decoding is the act
of obtaining ~eaning from sensory stimuli, that is,
re cept1ve understa.nding of T/Jords, gestures, pictures
and occurrences wh1ch are seen or heard. Association
includes the manipulation of concepts and linguistic
symbols internally. It 1s a central process elicited
by decoding and which in turn elicits expressive proc-
esses. Encoding is the ability to express ideas 1n
words or gestures. All of these processes are 1nt~r­
dependent both in their operation and development.)
The decoding process consists of two tests; auditory and
visual. The associat1on process consists of two tests;
auditory-vocal and visual-motor. The encodlng process
consists of two tests also; vocal and motor. The automat1c-
sequential is described below.
• • • This level mediates less complex, more automati0
processes than the representational level. This is
illustrated by the ability to recite poems and slng
songs without conscious effort. Defects at this level
1Ibid., p , l1S.
3samuel A. Kirk, The Diagnosis and Remediation of
Psycho11nguistic Disabillties (Champa1gn-Urbana, Ill.:
Institute for Research on Exceptional Children, Univers1ty
of Illinois), p. 23.
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interfere with sequential imitation and the ability
to retain sequences of visual and/or aUd1tory stimu11.
There are three tests at this level: an aUd1tory-
vocal automat1c test, and auditory-vocal ~equential
test, and a visual-motor sequential test.
Faotors to be Considered of Primary Importance
for Pup11 Placement in Reading Centers
Primary Factor: puu11 selection
Among the negative influences at work in Title I ~
Beading Projects were selection pr-ocedur-e s which lacked
clarity and reality, failure to diagnose pupil d1f~
f1cultles before assigning a child to a corrective
class and the exclusion of ~r1mary ch1ldren from
special reading activities.
The primary consideration 1s pup i ), selection. 1*1uch
of this will rest on the philosophy of the school system
as regards the read1ng center and terminology.
Bond and T1nker recommend that cases of simple
retardation in which there 15 no disturbance or rejection
of reading and cases of speoific retardation should remain
in the classroom. However, the latter may be accommodated
in a reeding center by grouping t·!J1th others need1ng the
same 1nstructlon. A limiting disability should be referred
to the school reading center.
need of c11n1cal ass1stance.)
A complex disability 15 1n
4Davis concurs with this approaoh.
1~., p. 26.
2 I\1ary C. Austin, "Prevention and correction: 1968
style," in Reading Difficulties: Classroom and Clinic, ad.
by Marjorie Seddon Johnson and rloy A. Kress (Philadelphia:
Temple University, 1970), p. 91.
)Bond and T1nker, Read1ng Diff1culties: Their
Diagnosis and Correction, PP. 172-174.
4Dorothy L. DeBoer, ad., Reading Diagnosis and
Evaluation, p. 80.
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Dechant's approach is very ~lmilar to that of Bond
and Tinker. It is that the corrective reader should be
kept in the classroom functioning at his level. The ch11dren
w1th a speoific disability are to be taught in small groups
of three-to-five in the classroom. The children with a
limiting disability need small group, three-to-flve, assist-
ance in a remedial group. The complex disability case is
\
in need of a multidisc1plinary evaluation with remedial
class or clinic teaching on a one-to-one basis. 1
In the1r first book, Clinical Asnects of Remedial
Reading, Kolson and Kal~~er do not 'specify exactly the
designation of reading disabilities except to imply that
secondary disability cases are candidates for a reading
center. They imply clinical appraisal for the primary
readlng group. This 1s to include an etiolog1cal diagnosis.
They firmly state that if early identification of primary
reading disabilities was made, preventative programs could
be instltuted. In their new book, Reading anq Learning
Disabilities, the authors state that correotive reading
cases should remain in the classroom; th1s includes those
with minor reading disabilities of not more than one yea~
below the1r M.A. The ohild seriously disabled, functioning
far below capacity, is remedial; whether he 1s a secondary
or pr1mary disability type. The former will respond to
lnechant, Diagnosis and Remediation of Reading
Disab1lity, pp. 49-51.
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standard reading procedure while the latter 1s in need of
specialized techniQues. 1
Bullook and Gorman both express the oplnlon that
potential 1s the important factor. Bullock notes that
d1agnosis is the first function; to determine whose potential
is farthest from achievement. Gofman states that conoern
2
should be for the average and above average.
Ca,rter and McGinnis define the retarded reader as
the individual scoring two or more years be Low grade level;
scoring below expected level as de cer-nune c by either the
stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale or the tl~echsler Intel'11-
genes Scale for Children; scoring well on. a surveyor other
reading test but not functioning in reading; and being a
non-reader. They advise a four step diagnosis prior to
remediation; ldentifylng the problem, classifying, locating
needs, and determining casual factors. 3
Betts stated most retarded readers and non-readers
could be ta~1ht to read. A good diagnostic test would
suffice for specific reading d1sabilities wh1le a deta1led
lCllfford J. Kolson and George Kaluger, Clinical
F.Spe ct s of Rerned1al Bendt ru;r., pp. 22-23.
George Ka Lug er- and, Clifford J. Kolson, Readlng
and Learning Disabilities, PP. 46-48.
2Harrlson Bullock,' It Special Reading Classes, II in
Reading' Dis8.bi11ties: Selectiq:q.s .on Identification and
Treatment, ed , by lIarold I~ewman (~J'ew York: rrhe Odyssey
Press, 1969), PP. 527-528.
Flower; Gofman, and Lawson, ads., Reading Disorders:
A r\~ult1.disci·o11nary Symposium, p , 6.
3carter and i1cGinnis, Diafsnosls and Treatment of
the Disabled Reader. p. 20.
4)
analysis was needed for the severely disabled. 1
Austin categorized retarded readers as those
one or more years below expected level in the primary
grades and two or more years below in the upper grades. 2
Harris suggests the selection of children for
read1ng remed1at1on should be based on two factors. The
ch1ld should be read1ng at least one year below the grade'
\
norm and the difference between the chl1d'sEead1ng Age
and Mental Age should be at least six months 1n grades
one through three, nine months in grades four and five,
and a year for grades above five.)
Durrell wr1tes the demand for remed1al assistance
is so great only the very severely retarded can be enrolled.
He notes the community itself will dictate policy. A
favored community may accommodate those one or more years
below grade level while other communities may not take
pup11sunless they are two or more years below level. He
suggests ad.m1tt1ng t hos e showt.ng aptitude and by consulta-
tion of classroom and remedial teacher. 4
Cohn and Cohn suggest careful diagnosis, accepting
the average or above average abl11ty pupil with a reading
lBetts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading
Difficulties, pp. 11, 77.
2H• Alan Robinson, ed., The Underachiever in Reading,
p. 34.
)Harrls, How to Increase Reading Ability, p. 269.
4Donald DeWitt Durrell, Improving Reading Instruc-
tion (Yonkers-an-Hudson, N.Y.: World Book Co., 1956), p. 342.
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retardation of ~ne and one-half years in grade four.
Those in the primary grades would show less retardation
and those in the upper grades greater retardation. 1
Buerger suggests that d1sabled readers are those
funct1on1ng below the average for the1r age and grade.
Preference should be given those who have the potent1al
2to lmprove.
Kratz found the larger school systems of this
country enrolling pupils on years of retardation. Seven
schools accepted pup1ls showing two years' retardation;
four accepted one years' retardat1on; three varied; and
one each used two to three years, one to two years, one
and one-half at the intermediate, one and one-half to two,
one at one year in primary, and one beloN' potential. 3
Primary Factor: Level of Reading Exoectancy
The level of reading expectancy can be c.omputed
mathematically or summarized subjectively.
Robinson suggests the use of the stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale and a nonverbal test to determine the
4level of reading expectancy.
lcohn and Cohn, Teaching the Retarded Reader: A
Guide for Teachers, Reading Soeclalists and Supervisors, p. 22.
2T• A. Buerger, "Follow-up of Remedial Reading
Instruction," Reading Teacher, XXI (January, 1968), 329.
3Kratz, ~An Inquiry Into Provisions For Children
with Reading Disabilities in Selected Pub11c school Systems
of the Unl ted states, tt unpublished !'laster of Arts thes ls,
Cardinal Str1tch College. I~11waukee, 1967, p , 38.
4Helen M. Robinson, Why Children Fail in Reading,
p. 73.
Kaluger and Kolson use a formula: M.A. - 5 = L.E.L.,
or Learning Expectancy Level. They suggest a table to
designate reading disabilities.
Grades
1,2
J,4
5,6
Behind in Head1ng
3-6 months
6-8 months
9 months-l year1
W11son suggests five methods to determine the
level of reading expectancy. The most common was to compare
the mental age and read1ng age. The Bond and Tinker formula
of Years 1n School x I.Q. + '1.0 has ad.vantages but teachers
lack an understand1ng of this formula. Wilson prefers the
Cleland formula. Ui.~e find it compar-es much jnor-e favorably
to the Bond and T1nl<:er formula than to the mental age formula,
and 1s preferable to either of these for a precise clinical
d1agnosls.n2 The Cleland formula averages in grade equiv-
alents the C.A. J M.A., arithmetic computation and the
Durrell-Sul11 van Reading Capacity 'I'e e t , One may also find
the difference between the Dtlrrell-Sullivan Reading capacity
and Durrell-Sullivan J\ch1evement Test scores. An easy
method 1s comparing the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
or the Botel Listening Test to the child's achievement tests. 3
lKsluger and Kolson, Heading and Learnint7j Disabilities,
pp , 48, 127.
2Wilson, Diagnostic and Remedial
room and Clinic, p. )8.
3~., PP. 37-38.
for Class-
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Della-Plana recommends a review of the most r-ecent
tests to estimate a ch11d's reading expectancy. "In a
brief paragraph, summarize your estimate of the child's
read1ng potential, taking into account data on current
test, background 1nformat1on and incons1stencies 1n data
from different sourceSe"l The estimate should include an
intellectual assessment, an arithmetic computation test
and a listen1ng comprehension test. ~fuen further assess-
ment of the ch11d ts potential is necessary, Della-Plana
suggests the following.
;rhere are standardized tests available (such as the
California Test of Mental I1aturity and. t he 50(1001 arid
College Ab111ty Tests), for which average reading
grades of children are given for various I.Q. groups
on specific reading achievement tests. Locally
derived norms of this type make the best predictors
of reading ~otential within a given community and
curriculum.
Krippner, in a study at Kent state University, used
the Bond and Tinker formula.)
stevens stated the Topeka Public Schools were using
the Bond and T1nker formula and I.Q. 1n selecting pupils
for the remedial read1ng center. The expectancy and per-
formance discrepancy was to be not less than one year in
lDella-Piana, Reading Diagnosis and Prescrintion:
An Introduction, p. 9.
2
Ibid., p , 42.
3KriPpner, "Etiological Factors in Reading Dis-
ability of the Academically Talented 1n Comparison to
Pupils of Average and Slo\'l Learning .~bl11ty, II Journal of
Educational ~esearch, pp. 275-279~
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the lower or two years in the upper grades. The I.Q.
minimum was 90. 1
Dechant states that in diagnosis the first step
is a oomparison of reading potential or the reading expect-
ancy level and reading achievement. 2
Durrell uses a measure of M.A. or listening oompre-
hens10n to discover the amount of retardat1on.)
Carter and McGinnis ut111ze these factors; C.A.,
M.A., Reading Age equivalent plus the instructional,
frustratlonal and capacity levels. Also, investigation
4
of school history and observation is important.
K1rk and Bateman recommended no specific formula
but used the M.A., arithmet1c achievement and years 1n
school to determine reading expectancy.5
Har-r-Ls prefers the Ii.A. minus the Reading Age to
assess reading potential. 6
Kratz found that some schools used spec1fic formula,
others did not. Three schools employed a Reading Age score;
i D• o. stevens, "Organization and Operation of the
Topeka Reading' Clinic, l' Reading (reacher, XXIII (February,
1970), 414-417.
2Dechant, Diagnosis and Remediation of Beading
Disability, p. 10.
3Durrell, Improving Heading Instruction, p. 357.
4
car-te r and I"1cG1nn1s, Dia..gnos1s and rrreatment of
the Disabled Reader, p. 25.
5Natchez, ed., Children With Heading Problems,
p , 272.
6Harr1s, How to Increase Reading Ability, p. )00.
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two each the Bond and Tinker, Reading Age and potential,
and teacher and administrative jUdgment; while one each
used an individual read1ng inventory, sta.ndard test and
teacher jUdgment, Ill! and other test, IRI and standard
test, and Reading Age oompared to M.A. and grade plaoement. 1
Harr1s criticizes the Bond and Tinker formula as
too high for the dull and too low for the brlght. 2
A study was made by Winkley to determine the '
percentage of underachievers identified by eaoh of seven
formula. The final stage of the study was to determine
the percentage of underachievers eaoh particular formula
ldentlf1~d that four or more other study formulas also
identified. The final results of the Winkley study found
the Bond and T1nker and the Alice Horn formulas each
identified n1nety-five per cent of the underachievers;
the Mental Age Discrepancy identified ninety-one per cent
of the underachievers; the scattergram based on local norms
called the Deviation from Regression L1ne identified elghty-
eight per cent of the underachiever; the Antic1pated Achieve-
ment Calculator designed for the California Achievement
Tests ldent1f1ed seventy-four per cent of the underaohievers;
a stan1ne comparison identified s1xty per oent of the
lKratz, nAn Inquiry Into Provisions For Children
with Reading Disabilities in Selected Public School Systems
of the United states," unpub11shed Master of Arts thesis,
Cardinal Stritch College, Milwaukee, 1967, p.J8.
2HarriS, How to Inorease Reading AbilitI, p. 300.
Tests
underach1evers; and the I~lonroe formula ident1fied f 1fty-
e1ght per cent of the underach1evers. 1
Primary Factors; Intellectual Assessment
As noted by the previous section on formula, some
measure of M.A. should be derived. several tests are
available; both group and indlv1dual, more or less widely
recognized, verbal, nonverbal or both; and usable for all
grades or restricted. Some writers show preferences and
others list possible choices. Many reading authorit1es
qualif1ed their list of suggested tests.
Spache while preferring the Mills Learning Method
2
suggested other tests usable for groups.
Harris prefers the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale
to the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children as the
former is more reading related. However, Harris does
supplement the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale with the
performance section of the lvechsler Intelligence scale for
Children. Harris suggested group tests for schools accord-
ing to primary and elementary/secondary levels. Harris
further qualified these listings by suggesting various
subsections of the Plntner General Abilities Tests and
the l,orge-Thornd1ke Intelligence Test; reading and picture
content in the former for elementary/secondary and picture
lB. Alan Robinson, The Underachiever 1n Read1ng,
pp. 156-160.
2spache, Toward Better Reaaing, pp. 4J7-4J8.
George D. Spache and Evelyn B. spache, Reading in
the Eletnentary schools (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1969),
p. 54.
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content in the latter for primary. He does not recommend
the Davis Eells Culture Free Test.!
Wilson states the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
1s practical if the wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
or the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale 1s not available.
I1Generally, cons1dered the most accurate single test for
measuring intelligence, the Binet may be administered and
scored only by personnel with formal course work and/or
2
clinic experience. It 1'111son states the '.\iechsler Intel11-
gence Scale 1s popular due to the performance sect10n for
problem readers. 3
Kaluger and Kolsonprefer the ~i\:echsler Intelligence
scale for Children to other individual intellectual assess-
ments and use the subscores as guides to further testing.
Any difference of ten points between the two sections of
this test 1s a clue for further analysis. If the ch1ld
scores ten po1nts higher on the performance scale than
the verbal, three areas are reviewed; auditory d1scrim1na-
tion, perception or acuity, environmental influences and
poor speech development. If the child scores higher on
the verbal than on the performance scale, the visual areas
of discrimination, percept10n or acuity, visual motor or
personality are checked. The authors note that mental
1Harris, How to Increase Reading Abl1itll PP. 22J-224.
2tvilson, Diagnostic and Remedial Reading for Class-
room and Clinic, p. )2.
J Ib1d., PP. 32-33.
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illness affects the intellectual scores. UMental disorders
generally soore higher on verbal scores and de11nquents
1
score higher on performance."
strang, McCullough and Traxler gave further clues
1n the use of the Wechsler Intelligence scale for Children.
The most outstanding single feature of the unsuccessful
reader's Wechsler profile is that it shows a higher
score on the per-rormance than on the verbal part of the
scale. Among the performance subtests, Picture Arrange-
ment scores are often high. Accord1ng to Wechsler,
the comb1ned Object Assembly and :P'lcture Ar-r-angeme rrt
scores nearly a Lwav s exceed the combined Block Design
and Picture Completion scores. Within the ,whole total
performance group, Digit Symbol 1s usually the lowest
score. This subtest requires sustained attention,
which may be disturbed by the anxiety th~t 1s often
felt by unsuccessful readers. They also tend to do
poorly on Arithmetic, Digit span, and Information, all
of which resernble classroom s 1 t ua t ion.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The new Wechsler vocabulary has considerable diagnostic
value over -and above its measurement of lntel11gence.
Many of the word may evoke personal association bearing
upon important aspects of human exper1ence. 2
Dechant approaches diagnosis in a step method.
The f1rst step 1s an intellectual assessment of the entire
school population. "Probably every ch1~d whose IQ score
falls below 90 or below the 25 percentile on a test requiring
read1ng should be given another intelligence or scholastic
aptitude test. oJ
lKaluger and Kolson, Reading and Learning Disa-
bilities, p. 141.
2
:strang, r·lcCullough and Traxler, The Im'orovement
of Readln~J pp. 276-277.
JDechant, Diagnosis and Remediation of Read1~
Disability, p. 11.
Kratz found these tests employed by the schools
/
surveyed. Five schools used the Revised Stanford-Binet
scale or li~lechsler Intelligence Scale for Crll1dren; four
used the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale; three used the
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test; two used the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children; two used the otis Quick
Scoring t1ental ..~b111 ty Test; and one each the California
Test of Mental Maturltl, the Philadelphia Verbal Ab111t¥,
the Kuhlmann-Anderson IQ Test and the Metronolltan Ach1eve-
ment Test. 1
Primary Factors: Educational Assessment
One aspect of pupil selection is the use of
appropriate tests for both screening and diagnosis.
Carter and McGinnis suggesting the value of an
Inforrnal riead1ng Inventory make the follo\'llnt~· statement.
Clinical workers frequently report that scores prov1ded
by standardized tests resemble closely the frustration
level of students as determined by inforrnal reading
inventories. These inventories can be employed to
identify qUickly and effectively the ind2vidual whoshows evidence of reading maladjustment.
Cohn and Cohn, also, stress the need for informal
procedures as well as standard1zed tests.
In making a diagnosis, in addition to environmental,
behavioral, or physical problems contributing to the
reading d1fficulty, it 1s essential to anal.yze the
lKratz, "An Inquiry Into Provisions For Children
with Reading Dlsa.bilitles in Selected Public Sc11oo1 Systems
of the Ul11ted states,·' unpublished I'18,ster of .l~rts thes1s,
Cardinal Strltch college, Milwaukee 1967, p. 45.
2Carter end McG1nn1s, Diagnosis and Treatment of
the Disabled Reader, p. 23.
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read1ng disability and proceed to correct it. This
may be done by informal as t\Tell as formal procedures.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Some of this diagnosis will be 1nformal approached with
attractive reading material on the pupil's probable
reading level, and honefully aimed at brlng1ng out h1s
best efforts to read. 1
Dechant suggests determining the child's reading
attainment following an assessment of the child's intellec-
tual capacity. Ibe reading 1s first diagnosed through the
use of a survey test. When a reading disability exists,
the classroom teaoher should administer the forlnal and
informal inventory levels. The remedial teacher should
administer the oral and diagnostic tests. He stresses'
the need for a case study approach.
The teacher must identify the symptoms, study them,
and seek the cause of these symptoms. The breakdown
in remediation of reading disab1lity cases often occurs
becaus~ no one connects the symptoms with the proper
cause.
Della-Pla.na comments on various aspects of reading
assessment. One group d1agnostic test receiving favorable
comment from Della-Plana was th.e Sta.nford. Dla.f~nostlc Reading
~.
Though experience with this newly developed instrument
is limited, it promises to be a useful test. The
majo~ reading skills are assessed With an instrument
that 1s well developed, norms and reliability data
are available for adequate profile interpretation,
and practical suggestions are given for treatment.
The group administration makes it possible for a
l c ohn and Cohn, Teaching the Retarded Header:
A Gu1.d,e for Teachers! Rec~d1ng S'pec1alists and supervisors,
pp , 17, 50.
2nechant, Diagnosis and Remediation of Reading
Disabi11ty, p. 54.
classroom teacher to get much information on those 1
pup11s scor1ng low on a survey test of reading ability.
Della-P1ana, also, commented on individual diagnostic read-
ing tests. The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficultx
requires the use of a separate silent readlng test as the
Durrell test does not test upper limits. "The ITPf~ appears
to be an excellent instrument for studying the correlation
between aptitude and beginning reading achievement. under
different treatment methods. n2 It is 1nterestine to d1s-
cover that the four major individual diagnostic batteries
are the Durrell ~·~·nalysis of Reading I;lfficulty, the 11onroe
Diagnostic Reading Test, the Gates-McKl11eo Diagnostic
Tests, and the Diagnostic Reading Scales by spache. It
1s suggested that beginning diagnosticians use the Monroe
tt
• • beca.. use it aids in development of an organized
diagnostic approach ...J
Durrell believes the start of read1ng diagnosis
rests on informal tests and observat1on charts of the class-
room teacher. The tests of a reading c11nlc or teacher
really va.ry only from the informal in that they ar-e more
detailed and precise. The child's silent reading is to be
deter-nn.ned by a standardized test. "However, many essential
reading abilities are not measured by present standard tests.
1Della-P1ana, Reading Diagnosis and Prescription:
An Introduction, p. 73.
2.l!2.1S. J p. .5.5. JIb ia, J p , 6J.
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The informal analysis 1s still the best way to observe
many of these abilities. n1
Harris states the purpose of various tests and
then expresses reservations in regard to some. Although
he lists four primary and four intermediate survey tests,
he states that the purpose, which 1s to obtain a fa1rly
accurate measure of the child's reading, does not apply
to the poor reader. The poor reader tends to show higher
scores due to guessing. Analytical tests give a more de-
tailed analysis of strengths and weaknesses in silent
reading skills. Harr1s feels the oral reading oat.t.er-tes
by Monroe, Gates and Durrell are essential for a reading
clinic or examiner. As they are not expensive, all t hr-ee
should be available for the examiner to select. Harris
comments favorably regarding the. IVIills Learn1!';; I1etrl0ds
~. He expresses reserve..ttons about the validity of both
the Marianne Frostlg Developmental Test of Visual Perceotlon
and the Illinois Test of Psychollnguistlc Ability.2
Kaluger and Kolson place the1r empha.sls on the
IRr for two reasons. ~apport with the child allows the
examiner to observe the child closely and standardized
test scores often are near the frustrat10n level. They
do list several tests but are cautious.
1Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, p~ 111.
2 Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, pp. 170-217.
Albert J. I-iarri S I Ul{hat About; Specia.l tl'heor1es of
Teaching :-1emedlal Readir.g," in curre'nt Issues in Rea.ding,
ed. by N11a Banton smith (Newark, Del.: Internatlonal
Reading Assoc1at1on, Inc., 1969), p. 399.
Approach all test results in a sensitive, qualitative,
analytic manner. The scores resulting from the tests
will be meaningful only if interpreted in terms of the
total picture and tempered by the clinical judgment of
the diagnostician.
Spache states that the basis of remediat10n 1s a
successful counse11ng relationsh1p. This must rest on
proper diagnosis which is q ••• more skilled, objective
and thorough in a olin1cal or child study oenter than in
the classroom. tt 2
Kratz found that the reading systems surveyed used
a variety of tests. Among the group tests eight systems
used the Gates Read1ng Survey; seven used the Iowa Basl"c
Skills Test; four used the Ca.llforn1.a Read1n,~ Test.
Metropoli tan Reading Test or stanford l\chievement Test;
three used an lEI; two used a basal reader test; and one
each used the Durrell-sullivan Reading Capacity and Achieve-
ment Test and the Botel Reading Inventory. Among the oral
reading tests, ten systems used the Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulty; eight used the Gray Standardized Oral
Reading Paragraphs Test; six used the Gilmore Oral Reading
Test; four each used an IRI and Gates-McK111ep Diagnostic
~; and there was a scattering of others ranging in depth
from the Monroe Diagnostic Reading Examination to the
Dolch Basic Sight words. 3
lKaluger and Kolson, Reading and Learning Dlsabil-
1ttes, pp. 137-138.
2spache, Toward Better Reading, p. 299.
3Kratz, nAn Inquiry Into Provisions For Children
with L~ea.d1ng Disabilities in Selected Pub11c School Systems
of the United states," unpublished r~ster of Arts thes1s,
Cardinal Str1tch College. Milwaukee, 1967, p. 47.
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Primary Factors: AUditory Acu1tl
Della-Plana stresses the need for aUditory acuity
tests for the entire school population. "The school should
have a thorough test1ng program for screening out chil~ren
with hearing defects and referring them to an otolog1st
1
or otolaryngologist. 11 t~1th the except.ion of two authorities,
all authors noted a preference for the audiometer test.
spache was firm in his use of the word only in referring
to the audiometer. 2 Bond and Tinker did suggest the watch-
tick or whisper or low voice test when an audiometer was ~
not available, as did others." Flowers caut10ns that the
.500 to 3000 cycles per second ar-e the speech range and
4
should be checked \'11. tl1 care. Only Dechant and KalUf;er and
Kolson recommended other hearing measures. Dechant suggested
the <tIJ\SC, Verba,l Audl tory Screen for Children, as 1t may
be used by classroom teachers or examiners without special
tra1n1ng. 5 Kaluger and Kolson prefer the speech threshold
test as 1t is more related to reading. 6
1Della-Plana, Reading Diap'nos is and Pre_~criR~.~():r;l;
An Introduction, PP. 47-48.
2spache, Toward Better Reading, p. 114.
3Bond and T1nker, Reading D1fficult1es; The1r
Diagnosis and Correction, p. 113.
4Flower, Gofman and Lawson, eds., Read1ng D1sorders:
A Multidisciplinary Symposium, p. 85.
5Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Read1ng, p. 70.
6Kaluger and Kolson, Read1ng and Learn1ng D1sab1l-
ities, p. 123.
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Primary Factors: AUditory
Discrimination, Auditory Memory
These factors are included in the primary faotors
section as profic1ency or lack of it will d1ctate placement
and procedures in a remedial room. Betts in his book in
1936 recognized the importance of aUditory perception,
span, rus10n and discrimination and listed tests for each
1
area.
wepman whose test, The Waoman Auditory Dlscrlmlna-
t10n (rest, was suggested by reading spec1allsts,' stated
the abl11ty to discr1rnlnate all sound takes up to eight
2years. strang and Kaluger and Kolson also suggested the
Boston University speech sound Discrimination Picture Test. J
strang also listed the §RA subtest of auditory discrimination. 4
Spache included the aUditory comprehension of the Diagnostic
Reading Scales or the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
tests •.5 Flowers suggested the primary form of 1'1onroe' s
6Diagnostic Heading Examination, AUditory Tests 1 and 2.
lBetts, ~rhe Prevention and Correction of Reading
Difficulties, pp. 19J-195.
2\-1epman, "Auditory Discrimination, Speech and
Reading," Elementary School Journal, p. 326.
3strang, Reading Diaa:nosls and Remediation, p. 31.
Kaluger and Kolson, Reading and Learning D1sabil-
ities, p. 150.
,4
stra.ng, Reading D1a.,gnos is and liemedia t1on, p , 31 •
.5spache and spache, Reading in the Elementary schools,
p , .53.
6 "Flower, Gofman and Lawson, 'eds., Reading Disorders:
A Multidisciplinary Symposium, pp. 93-94.
S9
In the area of auditory memory, Flower favored
the d1g1t span tests of the Revised ste.nford-Blnet Scale
or the Wechsler Intel11gence Scale for Children, the
primary form of the ~onroe Diagnostic Reading Examination
and the 11sten1ng sect10n of the Durrell Analysis of Read1ng
Difficult¥ Test. 1 Kaluger and Kolson included the digit
span of the~'lechsler Intelligence scale for Children, the
Illinois Test of Psycho11ngu1st1c Ability aUditory
sequencing or the schnell sentence Repetition to test
aUditory memory.2
Kr1ppner's study grouped aUditory skills and used
the \·le'pm,an Audttory Dlscrl!l11r.ation (rest, the Roswell-Chall
Rlagpost1c Test of Word Anal~sis, the Illinois Test of
Psycholingulstlc Abl11t~, and the digit span of the Wechsle£
Intelligence scale for Ch11dren __for ..evaLuab Lon• .3
Primary Factors: Visual Acuity
Although there 1s little agreement as to the exact
relationship of eye disorders and reading disability, v1sual
acuity is considered 1mportant. None of the authorities
who commented in this area dismissed the need of an eye .
exatmna t t on , "Any Visual defect may cause dissatisfaot1on,
lIbid.
2Kalugerand Kolson, Reading and Learning Disabil-
~tles, pp. 150-151.
JKr i ppner , "Etiological Factors in Reading Disabil-
ity of the Academically Talented i.n compar-Lson to Pupils of
Average and Slow-Learn1ng Abi11ty," Journal of Educational
Research, pp. 275-279.
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d1scomfort, and disinclination to read. Therefore, a visual
screening should always be included in. any study of an
individual's reading."! The approach varies from the
teacher's observation to eye cameras. Among the many dev10es
listed the one favored was the Keystone Vlsual Survey
Teleb1nooular. ,Robinson and spache qualified the1r recom-
mendation. Robinson found seventy-three per cent of the
children studied had eye defects. Although she found neither
the Snellen nor Keystone were completely accurate, the
Keystone was the better. 2 Spache favors the Keystone,
Ortho-Rater or other s1milar devices supplemented by hi's
~inocular Reading Test.3
Four authorities favored other methods. Wilson
used the Binocular Beading Test by spaohe coupled with a
reading eye camera. 4 Crosby and Liston prefer the Massa-
chusetts Eye Test. S Durrell suggested the Eames Eye Test. 6
Kalug~r Kolson prefer the Modified Clinical Technique
which was developed as a result of a study in Or1ndo,
Callforn1a. This lnvolves the serv1ces of a vision speoialist. 7
1
strang, Mccullough and Traxler, The Improvement of
Reading, p. 5.
2Robinson, 'vh;! Children Fail in Reading. pp. 223-224.
3spache, Toward Better Reading, p. 104.
4Hilson~ Dl8,f;nostic and Remedial Reading for Class-
room and Clinl~, pp. 45-46•
5crosby and Liston. The lia;!slders, p , 29 •.
6Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, p. 355-
7Kaluger and Kolson, Reading and Learning Disabil-
ities, pp. 121-122.
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Factors to be Considered of secondary Importance
for Pupil Placement in Reading centers
secondary Factors: Remedial
Room Organization
The actual organization of the olassroom is placed
in the area of seoondary factors as it will of necessity
rest on the results of adequate/proper diagnosis.
The f1rst avenue of discuss10n 1s the child h1mself.
Harris states, "Nearly all ch11dren w111 show 1mprovement
1when special attention is devoted to the1r learning."
Harris believes preference should be given to those wh~se
potential 1s farthest from their ability. Durrell, Bullock
and Carter and McGinnis caution against enrolling d1fficult
2children whose basic problem is disoipline. Others' favor
enrolling the dlsturbed ohild on a one-to-one basis. People
of this opinion are Bond and Tinker and Cohn and Cohn when
they speak of complex disabilities. 3 Restrictions based on
intellect vary. Cohn and Cohn place emphasis on selecting
the average or above average exclUding only the mentally
lHarr1s, How to Increase Reading Ab1lity, p. 299.
2nurrell, Tmoroving Bead1nR Instruction, p. 342.
Bullock, "Special Reading Classes J It 1n Reading
Disabilities: selections on Identification and Treatment,
ed , by Newman, p. 527.
Carter and McGinnis, Diagnosis and Treatment of the
Disabled Readers, p. 29-
3Bond and T1nker, Readin~ Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis and Correction, p. 51.
Cohn and Cohn, Te~.lch1ng the Retarded R.eader: A
Guide for Teachers, Reading Soec1a11sts and SuperVisors,
p , 23.
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retarded and borderllne. 1 Carter and IftcGlnnis state that
the areas of mental, emot1onal and social should be mature
2
or developed.
Grades to be acoommodated vary with author1t1es.
Harris imp11es that all elementary grades may be serviced.
Cohn and Cohn concur. 3 Meler, ln speaklng of lndlvidual
learning difficulties, states that concentration should be
spent on second graders before problems become too severe. 4
Those favoring enrollments beginning with th1rd graders
were Carter and McGinnis, Durrell and the st. Louis Reading
Clinic. S Kolson and Kaluger, Flierl, in reviewing the
Bethlehem Central school District of Delmar, New York, and
stevens in his review of the Topeka Clinic opened enroll-
ments to those ln fourth grade or above. 6
1 Ibid., pp. 14, 23.
2Carter and McGinnis, Diagnosis and Treatment of
the Disabled Reader, p. 28.
3Harris, HON to Increase Reading Ability, p. 269.
Cohn and Cohn, Teaching the Retarded Reader: A
Guide for Teachers, Reading Specialists and SuperVisors, p. 22.
4J • H. i'leier, llProgram for Children with Beading
Disorders: Rocky r~!ounta1n Educational Laboratory," Reading
Teacher, XXI (May, 1968), 714.
5carter and McGinnis, Diagnosis and Treatment of
the Disa..bled Reader, p. 28.·
Durrell, Im'orov1np; Reading Instruction, p. 341.
nJ~ I'Ianual for Reading Clinic Teachers, n The Saint
Louis Public School Journal, IX (september, 1956), 2-56.
6Kolson and Kaluger, Clinical Aspects of 2.emedial
Reading, p. 111.
N. T. F11erl, uReadlng Skills Class, n Rea.ding Teacher,
XXI (May, 1968), 749~75J.
D·; o. stevens, "Organ1zat ion and Operation of the
Topeka Reading Clinic, tt Rea.ding Teacher, XXIII (February,
1970), 414-417.
The number of pupils per group varies. Spache,
who p lace s emphasis on the relat1onsh1p of the teacher and
pupil, suggests one or few poor readers. 1 Dechant prefers
one-to-one or at the most one-to-three-to-elght, with
individualized instruction. 2 Harris suggests two to six
children per group but adds that some may need to begin
on an individual basis. 3 Cohn and Cohn do not give grouping
\
size but say teachers may service two sohools and acco~modate
forty or more pupils per week. 4 Du~ell feels groups should
not exceed five or six. However , if the reading problems
are of a l1ke nature more can be enrolled in one group.
The teacher should be able to pair pupils for classroom
carry-over. S Bond and Tinker -suggest group sizes of six-
to-fifteen for the moderately disabled reader, with the
smaller group size y1eld.lng more results. Less than six
pup1ls per remedial read1ng group was not recommended by
the authors. 6 The Flierl review shows eight to ten per
group and the Topeka Clinic allows not more t~n five.?
1
spache, Toward Better Read1ng, p. )00.
2Dechant, Diagnosis and Remediation of Reading
D1sab111t~, p. 122.
3Ha r r 1s , How to Increase Reading Ability, p. )0).
4cohn and Cohn, Tea.chinQ) the Hetarded Reader: A Gu1de
for Teachers, Readln~ Snec1a11sts and Supervisors, p. 29.
SDurrell, Improving Reading Instruction" p. 342.
6Bond and Tinker, Rea.din~ Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis and Correct1on, p. 171.
7It'lierl, "Reading Skills Class, 'I Reading Teacher,
PP. 329-334.
S·tevens, "Organization and Operat1on of the Topeka
Read1ng Clinic," Heading Teacher, pp. 414-417.
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The 1nstruct1onal time in both minutes and days
also varies. Harris states forty-five minute sessions are
best as less time is not effect1ve. The weekly t1me depends
on the pupil; from every day to three or two times per
week. 1 Durrell favors dally attendance by puplls when
Possible. 2 Cohn and Cohn note that little research has
been done on th1s; one study found no difference between
)
achievement of pupils taught four or two sessions per week
over a one-year period.) H1cks and his associates studied
time allotments to determine if the number of sessions
per week 1nfluenced the reading growth. Children in grades
three and four attending remedial reading c Las s were the
subjects. The children were ass1gned to classes for two,
three or four th1rty-minute sessions per week. No s1gnlf1-
cant difference in read1ng growth was noted at the fourth
grade level. However, third graders did s1gnlf1cantly
better as the number of sessions increasedj three sess10ns
were better than two and four sessions better than three. 4
F11erl states that sessions were one and one-half hours
\
daily for the Reading Skills Rooms of the Bethlehem central
School District of Delmar, New York. 5
1Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, PP. 30)-304.
2Durrell, Imnrov1ng Reading Instruction, p. 342.
3c ohn and Cohn, Teaching the Retarded Reader: A Gulde
for Teachers, Reading Snec1a11sts and supervisors, p. 29.
4Robert A. Hicks, et al., . "Reading Ga1ns and Instruc-
tional sessions,'· Reading Teacher, XXI (May, 1968), 738-739.
5Fllerl, "Readlng Skllls Class," Readlng Teacher,
PP. 749-753.
An appropriate time each day 1s suggested by Harr1s
and Dechant J both of whom suggested reading remediation
should be during a reading class. Dechant says at times
reading remediation may have to be before or after school. 1
Durrell's unique approach to the aotual operation of the
room would imply part of the read1ng 1n the homeroom and
part in the remedial class. 2
other suggest10ns 1nclude preparation and cons~lta­
tlon time for the teaoher. Durrell suggests one period
per day and Kolson and Kaluger one day per week to include
testing and ind1vidual work.)
Two 1tems to be considered were Cohn and Cohn's
advice to set no time limits and Durrell's advice to do
the screening at the end of the school year so the program
is ready to begin early the following year. 4
secondary Factors: Lateral Dominance
Harris takes a firm, positive stand regarding
dom1nance as 16 ev1denced by his development of the Harris
Tests of Lateral Dominance. "The writer has become
lHarris, How to Increase Reading, Ability, p. 304.
Dechant, Improving the Teach1ns of Reading, p. 492.
2Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, PP. 342-343.
J Ibid., p , 342.
I'Colson and Kaluger, Clinical i\spects of Remedial
Reading, p. 1,1~.
4Durrell, Improv1n~ Reading Instruction, p. 341.
Cohn and cohn, Teaching the Retarded Reader: A
Guide for Teachers Readln~ , ec1a11sts and suoervlsors,
p , :3 •
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convinced from his own experience that there 1s more than
a chance relationship between lateral dominance and reading
d1sab1lity. ,,1
Other Buthor1t1es take a middle-of-the-road approaoh.
The author1ties suggest use of lateral dominance tests but
oaution regard1ng the 1nterpretat1on of laterality tests.
Bond and Tinker labled the area controversial and state:
"Careful analysis of data and conclusions lnd1ca'tes th~t,
in certain rare clin1cal cases, one or another of these
anomalies may contribute to reading d1sabl11ty as part of
a pattern of hindering factors.· 2 Carter and McGinnis
state that: "Because so l1ttle agreement eXists, it may
be assumed that dominance is only one of the possible factors
to be considered in a stUdy of reading disability.n)
Robinson too states tha.t while not proven as a cause of
reading disab1lity, dom1nance should be considered. Domi-
nance was not included 1n the results of her study as the
specialists were not able to 1nterpret the results.
Robinson and others in her stUdy felt, the area of dominance
should be a study in 1tself.4
At the other extreme 1s spache who feels one's
t1me is better spent d1scovering poor perceptual-motor
1Harris, How to Increase Reading Ab1lity, p. 251.
2Bond and T1nker, Reading Diff1culties: Their
Diagnosis and 'Correction, p. 122.
3carter and 11cG1nn1s, Dis,g;nos1s a.nd Treatment of
the Disabled Reader, pp. 55-56.
4Rob1nson, Why Children Fail in Reading, pp. 47, 330.
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development than testing for dominance. 1
Secondary Factors;
Multidisciplinary Areas
Three areas wh1ch can be considered part of or
distinct from the reading teacher's role are the physical,
emotional and social/environmental. Frequently, it will
be necessary to enlist the assistance of other school
'\
personnel or outs 1d.e per-sonneL'agenc re s to evaluate the
child's physical, emotional and social/environmental
factors.
In the area of physioal well-being, Durrell suggests
an evaluat10n of the chl1d's physical health should be the
first concern.
Before any intelligence or reading test is given to
a child with severe reading difficulty, a careful medical
examination should be made. The Cllild may have a physical
cond1t2on that seriously affects his performance on suchtests. .
Austin and Robinson emphasize the areas of nutrition,
infection and endocrine function.) Harris notes that
teachers need to review school health records. 4 Other
authro1t1es also emphasize the health aspect.
Robinson found that emotional problems caused
read1ng failure 1n thirty-two per cent of the cases
1 I.
Spache, Toward Better Reading, .p. 116.
2Durrell, Improving Beading Instruction, p. 355.
).aobinson, ed., The Underachiever in Readi" p. ]8.
Robinson, . \filY Children Fail in l1ead1ng,p •. J.
4Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, p. 264.
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studied. 1 Kaluger and Kolson along with Carter and McGinnis
stress an awareness of the child's self-image/concept. The
latter stated that is may be a cause or affect of read1ng
disability.2 Harris states his clinic uses the Rorschach
rout1nely supplemented by a p1cture interpretation test,
preferably the Michigan Picture Test. 3 Spache believes
teachers are aware of persona11ty and should use tests of
4 \
their preferenoe. He further cautions that research
1n this area is scanty and personality patterns related
to reading disability are not yet known. S
In the area of social/env1ronmental factors,
Robinson found 54., per oent of the reading disabi11ties
were caused by maladjusted homes or poor 1nterfam11y
relationshiPs.6 Teachers can be aware of parent expecta-
tions and fam1ly history, frequent school changes and
the home environment, and the pupil's relationship with
his peers through observat1on, school records and simple
1
Bob1nson, l;lhy Children Fail in Reading, p , 22.5.
2Kaluger and Kolson, Reading and Learning Disabil-
ities, pp. 26-27.
carter and McGinnis, D1aRnos1s and Treatment of
the Disabled lleader, p. 60.
3Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, pp. 271-
272.
4Spache, Toward Better Reading, pp. 119-121.
SGeorge D. Spache, "Integrating Diagnosis with
Remediation in Reading," Reading Disabilities: §elect1ons
on Identification and Treatment, ed. by Harold Newman
(New York: The Odyssey Press, ,19~9), p._ 96•.
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soc1ometr1c tests. 1 W1lson caut10ns the teacher to report
abnormal home cond1t1ons to the proper author1t1es. 2
lFlower, Gofman and Lawson, eds., Reading Disorders:
A Multidisciplinary symnosium. pp. 9-10. 20.
Spache, Toward Better Reading, p. 123-
2W1lson, D1a~nost1c and Remed1al Reading for Class-
room and Clinic, p. O.
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studied. 1 Kaluger and Kolson along with Carter and McGinnis
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latter stated that is may be a cause or affect of read1ng
disability.2 Harris states his clinic uses the Rorschach
routinely supplemented by a p1cture interpretation test,
preferably the Michigan Picture Test. 3 Spache believes
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their preference. He further cautions that research
1n th1s area 1s scanty and personality patterns related
to reading disability are not yet known. S
In the area of soctal/environmental factors,
Robinson found 54.5 per oent of the reading disabilities
were caused by maladjusted homes or poor 1nterfam11y
relationshiPs.6 Teachers can be aware of parent expecta-
tlons and fam1ly history, frequent school changes and
the home enVironment, and the pup1l's relationship w1th
his peers through observation, school records and simple
1
Rob1nson, l;Jhy Children Fail in Reading, p , 225.
2Kaluger and Kolson, Read1ng and Learning D1sab11..
1t1es, pp. 26-27.
car-t-er- and I1cGlnn1s, D1agnos is and Treatment of
the Disabled lleader, p. 60.
3Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, pp. 271-
272.
4
spache, Toward Better Reading. pp. 119-121.
5George D. spache, "Integrating Diagnosis with
Remediation in Read1ng," Reading Disabilities: selections
on Identification and Treatment, ed. by Harold Newman
(New York: The Odyssey Press, ,19~9), p. 96•.
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soc1ometr1c tests. 1 W1lson caut10ns the teacher to report
abnormal home cond1tions to the proper authorit1es. 2
1Flower, Gorman and Lawson, eds_, Reading Disorders:
A Multidisciplinary symDos1um, PP. 9-10, 20.
Spache, Toward Better Reading, p. 12J.
2W1lson, Dla~nostlc and Remedial Reading for Class-
room and Clini0, p. O.
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CHAPTeR III
THE SUI'1MARY
Conclusions
The writer reviewed l1terature concerning term1nol-
ogy, cons1stent and distinctive in usage by authorities,
pertinent to pupil reading diagnosis and factors, of primary
and seoondary 1mportance, to be consldered ~or pupil place-
ment in read1ng centers.
The writer found these areas of te~mlnology to be
cons1stent in usage; educat10nal termlnology lncludlng
I.Q. classification, reading levels and modalities and
medical term1nology. Terminology to be considered dis-
t1nctive in usage was the classification of pup1ls as
dyslexlc and the formulas for determ1n1ng the degrees of
reading retardation. Other areas of term1nology could
not be considered either consistent or distinctive in
usage. The wr1ter reviewed nam1ng, classlf1catlon and
diagnosis of the pupil candidates and test-related termi-
nology in both the consistent and dtst1nctlve areas.
The rev1ew of the factors to be oonsidered of
primary and secondary importance for pupil placement in
reading centers found a clear dividing line between the
two areas.. Those factors of pr1mary importance for pupil
70-
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placement were pup1l selection; levels of reading expectanoy;
intellectual assessment; educational assessment; diagnosis
of auditory acuity, d1scr1m1nat1on and mernory; and diagnosis
of visual acuity. The faotors of secondary importance for
pupil placement 1n read1ng centers were the remed1al room
organ1zat1on, lateral dom1nance and the mult1d1sclp11nary
area.
Implications
The writer be11eves many choices are afforded in
the area of term1nology selection. The reading center
teacher should select terms which will be appllcable to
the pupils and the oommun1ty he/she serves. In the seleo-
tion of terminology, the reading ceriber- teacher should
select terminology which is consistent in usage by author-
1ties. The reading teacher should be aware of the more
controvers1al terminology and review current literature
to determine general trends in controversial areas. However,
the use of term1nology wh1ch is distinctive may be threaten-
ing when related to other people even if defined by the .
user.
The most important factor to be considered 1n
pU?11 placement in reading centers 18 pupil selection.
The reading center teacher and sohool admin1strat1on should
decide the depth and responsibility of pup11 diagnos1s
upon which the seleotion of pup1ls for reading centers
rests. The depth and respons1b111ty of diagnosis will in
turn be decided by the type of reading center the school
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will accommodate. W1ll the read1ng center service all
degrees of reading disabi11ty or refer the very seriously
disabled readers to pr1vate reading olinios?
Recommend.at1ons
Three recommendat1ons to assist both read1ng oenter
teacher and other school personnel are listed below.
1. A small handbook of reading terminology should
be developed by all school systems, whether or
not a reading center has been established. This
would lead to cont1nuity in both parent-tea~her
and staff oonferences.
2~ Eaoh school system should develop a reading
diagnost1c chart listing in order the steps
used by the sohool system for diagnosis of read-
ing disab1lit1es. The chart should include the
names of tests used and the personnel responsible
for eaoh step of the reading diagnosis. The
designation of respons1b1l1ty to various school
personnel would ellm1nate overlap in reading
d1agnos1s. Following the read1ng diagnosis,
a copy of the child's chart should be ma1ntalned
by the classroom teacher, reading center teacher,
administrator, and in a central file.
3. All school systems should develop a reading
test file. The f1le would oontain samples of
r-eadLng tests available for the grades accom-
modated by the school. Teachers could refer
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to the file to assist in interpreting data
received from the school read1ng center. The
reading center teacher would have a ready
referenoe for the ordering of diagnost1c read1ng
materials.
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